Medical Readiness and Reporting System (MRRS)

The Medical Readiness and Reporting System (MRRS) is a comprehensive mission-critical tracking system for immunizations and Individual Medical Readiness (IMR) used by the United States Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. MRRS is a Web-based, real-time application with links to the existing authoritative data systems of the Navy Standard Integrated Personnel System (NSIPS), Reserve Headquarter System (RHS), Coast Guard Business Intelligence (CGBI), and the Marine Corps Total Force System (MCTFS). These system interfaces enable the Navy to reduce data input requirements, improve data accuracy, and track personnel.

MRRS provides leadership with command and control visibility of force medical readiness, at the individual, unit, command and headquarters level to ensure that combat-ready personnel can rapidly respond to emergent missions. The system gives headquarters staff and leadership a real-time view of immunization status and force medical readiness. MRRS captures and maintains medical, immunization, injury management, and medical readiness information relating to all Navy, Marine and Coast Guard personnel.

Capabilities and Improvements

Features of MRRS include:

- Accurately meets Office of the Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) (OSD(HA)) quarterly IMR reporting requirements
- Stores historical immunization data, contains pre-populated medical and dental forms, and reports anthrax and smallpox immunization data to the Military Vaccine Agency
- Tracks, schedules, and documents various medical requirements including notification of required physicals, immunizations, and dental exams
- Maintains information on medical testing (current and history)
- Tracks Medical Injury Management packages
- Enables ability to accurately meet Office of the Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) quarterly IMR reporting requirement
- Meets mobilization and readiness requirements more effectively and efficiently
- Provides full visibility on medical status of deploying forces
- Provides Headquarters and OSD the ability to access and report at all echelon levels in real-time
- Tracks Mental Health Assessment status, Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), and Neurocognitive Assessment Tool (NCAT)
- Maintains links with BUPERS Online (BOL) and Marine Online (MOL) which allow members to review their medical readiness status or their Post-Deployment Health Reassessment (PDHRA).